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I am designing and making a savoury food product that represents the identity of my 
family.  

 

Specifications 

• Have three components: 

• An edible “wrapping” or outer layer 

• A savoury or sweet filling 

• Served with dipping sauce 

• Able to fit in one hand 

• Appealing to look at 

• Delicious to eat 

• Affordable to make 

• Suitable family recipe to pass on to your whanau. 

• Be served to your whanau at home. 

 

Interview with my stakeholders (Mum, Dad and my borther). I made some questions 
and they gave me answers to guide my design 

• Mum was bron in England and Dad was raised in Papua New Guinea. My brother was 
born here. 

• No one has any allergies 

• They all like to try new foods 

• Mum and Dad like fruit and my brother prefers to eat vegetables 

• They don’t like anchovies, tofu, eggplant and olives 

• I found out that my family is really interested in Asian foods. They also like fried rice 
alot 

• Hoisen sauce was new to me. I thought that my Dads favourite sauce was a honey 
marinade but its Hoisen sauce. 

• All my family members said that they liked herbs and spices so I need to keep in mind 
that they enjoy herbs when designing my food product. My dosen’t like things too 
spicey. 
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First trials we did as a whole class to try different ways to wrap fillings. 

 

Paper Modeling - wrapping and folding 

In class we made different shapes, we were able to be creative 
and by doing this it allowed us to see what the different shapes 
advantages and disadvantages were. It is important for us to test 
these different shapes out so then when we make our final 
prototype we will know which shape best fits. 

 

We then trialled some recipes with the different shapes and 
different fillings to see what worked and what didn’t. 

 

Fruit puff pastries 

This wasn't complicated and I enjoyed the taste of the finished 
product, we were able to be creative and make lots of 
different shapes, Including triangles, squares and ovals. The 
combination between berries and the pastry tasted good and 
had a nice texture which was a little bit hard on the outside 
and soft in the inside. I also liked the finishing touch which 
was adding icing sugar. My favourite shape was the bottom 
triangle one in the photo, I liked this shape as it was able to 
hold the inside ingredients, I think this would be a good shape 
design for this meal. 

 

Dumplings  

This design really fitted the paper modeling and - wrapping + 
folding design, I used the steam fry technique and I enjoyed it 
but I tried some of the deep fried dumplings and I preferred 
them better as it was crunchy on the outside and moist on the 
inside. 

Green thai curry filo pastry  

I enjoyed making these but I don't really like green thai curry 
so I didn't like the taste of the final product, although I really 
enjoyed the taste and the texture of the pastry but not the 
inside, we also did not have enough time and I don't think it 
was cooked enough. I would try making this meal again when 
I have more time. 
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Samosa 

I made the Samasos with other in class. I really enjoyed them the 
only part that was annoying was how long it took us to fold them 
into their shapes. I would like to make them again. I liked the 
ingredients used, we added lots of salt which I liked. We deep fried 
them and they nice and crispy. 
 

 

Bacon and egg pie  

I really enjoyed making our own pies and being independent and 
writing our own recipes and choosing our own ingredients. My pie 
was bacon and egg and I liked the end product. A couples things I 
would change was adding more salt and maybe adding a herb in 
there and it also needed to cooked for longer. 
 

 

 

Developing the idea for my savoury food product 
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Feedback on some concepts 

 

Recap - Brief Development 

WHAT To design a food product that reflects the history of my family and represents my 
family 

WHY We get to find out more background information about my family's history and the more 
we know ourselves makes us more strong designers and also makes us better with making 
our own recipes, more skills in the kitchen. 

WHO The members of my whanau who are giving me feedback are my dad,mum and my 
older brother. My friends, XXXX and XXXXXX and my teacher will also help me develop my 
product with taste testings and advice on my cooking. 

HOW After interviewing my whanau, alongside the specifications from my teacher, I need 
remember to 

● Include cultural ingredients commonly used in the following countries: England and Papua 
New Guinea 

● Use cooking techniques typical of these countries, such as: Roasting, stewing, frying 

● Keep the spice/heat tolerance as: mild 

● Not to include anchovies, tofu, eggplant and olives as these are ingredients members of my 
whanau won’t eat 

● Include one/some of these favoured ingredients: Hoisin sauce, chilli sauce or fried rice 

● Keep the size no bigger than my hand 
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Evaluation - Was my dish fit for 
purpose? 
My spring rolls had Filo pastry, A mince, vegetable, lemon juice with a sweet chili sauce as 
my dipping sauce. This dish was very easy to hold, and it fitted into one hand. The golden 
and crunchy look to it made the meal look appetizing. I know that it was delicious as I 
tasted it, and my family also tasted it and they demonstrated their appreciation by telling me 
how much they enjoyed the spring rolls. If I were to calculate my ingredient costs, I think it 
would be cheap as I could get some of the ingredients (vegetables) from school and from 
home. It is a suitable meal for my family as it was mixed with Papua New Guinea and 
England foods. It was also quick and easy to prepare and cook. 
Mince is an important ingredient to put on a plate with food in Papua New Guinea and 
England. This is where I got my ingredients from to make my spring rolls. I fried them in a 
deep fryer. It included lemon, beef mince and vegetables so my family would enjoy the 
taste. Overall my family and I loved these spring rolls, and they would like me to make them 
at home for lunch or dinner. 


